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In this biography, Gary Anderson chronicles of life of the renowned victor of the Battle of Little Big

Horn, legendary Lakota Chief Sitting Bull.  Ã‚Â  For many decades, historians have chalked up the

results of Little Big Horn to ColonelÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s CusterÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s faulty strategy of attack, and

remember Sitting Bull as the lame duck leader who triumphed only because of CusterÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

mishap.Ã‚Â  Gary Clayton Anderson, in this riveting biography, reveals a new interpretation of this

crucial conflict on the high plains. Ã‚Â  The titles in the Library of American Biography Series make

ideal supplements for American History Survey courses or other courses in American history where

figures in history are explored.Ã‚Â  Paperback, brief, and inexpensive, each interpretive biography

in this series focuses on a figure whose actions and ideas significantly influenced the course of

American history and national life. In addition, each biography relates the life of its subject to the

broader themes and developments of the times.
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In this biography, Gary Anderson chronicles of life of the renowned victor of the Battle of Little Big

Horn, legendary Lakota Chief Sitting Bull. For many decades, historians have chalked up the results

of Little Big Horn to Colonel's Custer's faulty strategy of attack, and remember Sitting Bull as the

lame duck leader who triumphed only because of Custer's mishap. Gary Clayton Anderson, in this

riveting biography, reveals a new interpretation of this crucial conflict on the high plains. The titles in

the "Library of American Biography Series" make ideal supplements for American History Survey



courses or other courses in American history where figures in history are explored. Paperback, brief,

and inexpensive, each interpretive biography in this series focuses on a figure whose actions and

ideas significantly influenced the course of American history and national life. In addition, each

biography relates the life of its subject to the broader themes and developments of the times.

A very telling tale of the cruel treatment of the Lakota by the American Government. Sitting Bull's

story is truly inspirational, and it really makes you wonder what America would've really been like if

Native Americans and the government could've coexisted. The injustices in this book speak

volumes, and has really sparked a strong interest in Native American history.Great book, I strongly

recommend it.

In Sitting Bull and the Paradox of Lakota Nationhood, Gary C. Anderson presents a innovative

biography that efficiently uses the life and experiences of Lakota Chief Sitting Bull to uncover the

fractural intricacies of Lakota political, religious, and cultural structure. Anderson brings a powerful

combination of ethno history, documents, and first hand accounts into play throughout the

biography, seamlessly exposing the harsh realities of the plains and the paradox that was the

Lakota nation. If any one common phrase could describe the greatest conflict of the Lakota nation, it

is "United we stand, divided we fall." Nationhood is a paradox to the Lakota people. They are unable

to come together to face threats like the nation Sitting Bull spends his life trying to achieve. In a

moment of truth, the Lakota nation, gathered together for the Sun Dance, destroys American troops

under Custer. Despite the unshakable power offered by an unified Lakota, "By August...the great

village broke up...the dispersal signaled the beginning of the end for Lakota nationhood." (113) In

Little Big Horn, Sitting Bull catches a glimpse of unity, leaving him with a haunting, driving dream of

freedom that follows him to the grave.Anderson plunges into the meat of the matter by covering

Sitting Bull's meteoric rise to power in the crucial years preceding the decimation of his people. He

unfolds the complex societies and relationships between the tribes through Sitting Bull's interactions

with Lakota male sodalities, family, and other power players within the nation, setting the stage and

preparing his audience for the destructive force of factionalism that splits the Lakota.Faced with the

deadly threat of an aggressively expansive United States, the Lakota nation shatters, divided on

how to respond to the threat.While Sitting Bull and the Paradox of Lakota Nationhood is a biography

about Sitting Bull, it covers the struggles of the entire Lakota nation and raises eerie similarities to

the stark factions that exist in the American government today. Anderson brings into focus the

power struggles and disagreement, among both the tribes and even Sitting Bull's own following.



Unable to stand together, chiefs like Red Cloud of the Oglalas accept the treaties and reservations

offered by the United States and others take what they see as the only path to freedom. The actions

of Red Cloud and Sitting Bull highlight a terrible truth: leaders can divide a nation, even while trying

to protect and help the same people.Anderson's work has an interesting twist when it comes to the

spirituality aspect of Sitting Bull's life. Sitting Bull gains influence and position not only through his

leadership abilities, but also through his status as a "wicasa wakan," a man who possessed the

ability to see visions, to understand the past, and to communicate with animals. Unlike a traditional

historian, Anderson gives Sitting Bull full credence, full faith when it comes to his mystical abilities,

allowing the reader a refreshing look into Lakota religious outlook.Sitting Bull drives home more

information about the Lakota in 196 pages than most students learn in their lifetimes. Its small size,

innovative approach, and excellent writing provide a text that could truly serve a political science or

history undergraduate in exploring a fascinating conflict of the past.

I read the book but it wasn't the version i needed which was my fault. good book.

Great book for the class I am taking. Not sure I would have ever read it since I am not a cowboys

and indian buff.
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